*This is a text version of the original manual for reference.

Vibra‐Tector 720
Mini Metal Detector

Thank you for choosing the Vibra‐Tector 720 Mini Metal Detector made by Treasure Products, Inc.
The Vibra‐Tector 720 Mini Metal Detector is a state‐of‐the‐art handheld detector that communicates
through vibration, incorporates Pulse Induction (PI) technology and is waterproof to a depth of 30 feet.
The Vibra‐Tector 720 is fully automatic. The self‐calibrating microprocessor‐controlled circuitry requires
no adjustments. The modern electronics and simple to use design allow easy detecting in any
environment including grass, mud, dirt, sand, black sand, or even in fresh or salt water.
Designed and Manufactured in the USA by Treasure Products, Inc.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Operation: The Vibra‐Tector 720 communicates through pulses of vibration. The pulse stream is a series
of vibrations that increase in quantity the closer the search coil is to the target. The quantity of pulses in
the pulse stream is proportional to the targets size and distance. The bigger the size of the target, or the
closer the search coil is to the target, the higher the pulse count.
Continuous search coil motion is required for the detector to recognize a targets presence. With the
search coil on or near the surface being scanned, you can scan from side to side or back and forth across
the target. As with any new detector you should practice with known targets to develop your technique.
Battery: Use standard 9v battery. To install the battery, rotate the rear knob counter‐clockwise a few
turns and remove the compression seal. Connect the battery to the battery clip. Insert the battery into
the detector clip side first.
Turn on: There is an internal switch in the battery compartment that is actuated when the battery is
installed and the compression seal is pushed completely in. Two short pulses of vibration indicate the
unit is “on.” Hand tighten the knob turning clockwise to secure in place to assure a watertight seal.

Turn off: Loosen the compression seal by turning the knob counter‐clockwise a few turns and slide the
seal out about one‐quarter inch, then retighten in place. This will remove pressure on the internal
switch and shut the unit off.
IMPORTANT NOTES
Never loosen the compression seal when the detector is exposed to water to avoid water entering the
battery compartment.
If the detector has been exposed to salt water always wash with fresh water and check the battery
compartment for any leaks. If water has entered the battery compartment carefully rinse with fresh
water, wipe dry, and leave open until completely dry.
Secure the Vibra‐Tector to your wrist using the attached wrist strap. To adjust fit, press down on the
cord lock button and move it to the desired location. Weak or erratic pulses may indicate a low battery.
CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Your Vibra‐Tector is a sensitive electronic instrument. Although it is built to be rugged, care in
transporting and handling will extend its life and result in optimum operating performance.
When the Vibra‐Tector is in the off position there is no drain on the battery. However, for long periods
of storage we recommend you remove the battery from the battery compartment to prevent damage to
the detector due to potential battery leak.
Good hunting!
Warranty: The Vibra‐Tector 720 is warranted for material and workmanship for a period of one year.
Visit us online at www.treasureproducts.com
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